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The traditional development of electronic 

control systems in cars is based on a bilateral partnership between OEM 

and supplier for each subsystem: The supplier develops a complete 

control subsystem consisting of sensors, actuators, a dedicated ECU and 

the control software. This approach has been viable as long as an 

accumulation of individual subsystems is economically justifiable and the 

subsystems are only loosely coupled. These premises are currently 

changing: New functions and services in modern and future cars require 

the connection of distributed components in a car-wide network, cost 

considerations result in the need to share resources and to integrate 

control software from different sources on common hardware platforms. 

As a consequence, the perspective on the development of automotive 

control systems is changing: It will become insufficient to focus on a 

single control system and develop an optimal solution. Instead, issues like 

the integration of the control software into an only partly known 

environment must be considered from the outset. The OEMs need to 

specify properly and check early that all the elements from the different 

sources will interact properly not only with respect to the control 

requirements but also regarding so-called non-functional properties like 

reliability, performance, memory and power consumption, 

maintainability, system cost, etc. To address these challenges, the 

automotive industry is currently investigating new architectural concepts 

(e.g. Autosar, EAST-EEA). It is foreseeable that this will not solve the 

complete problem. To be able to explore all design alternatives and 

forecast the implications of design decisions (like a particular distribution 



of control functions over an ECU network) to the functional and non-

functional properties, a model-based approach is needed throughout the 

development process. The talk will discuss current initiatives and 

research directions of this kind.  
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